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Special Training -Classes

Applications have been made for the inauguration of two special
training programs here, according tc Dr. Carl D. Duncan. head of the
Natural Science department.
Designed to give extra training to California State rehabilitation
personnel, the programs will be organized in conjunction with the
Mental*
of
Instil it.
National
Health and the Federal Office ol
Rehabilitat ion_
When interslested Wedne.day.
I/r. Duncan stressed that plans
far. "Dow
are tentatii e
er," he said. "we has e reason
Students wishing deferments
to hope for :ipprosal of a twofrom military service for the next
week eonihination reminaclecschool year, ’52-53. should pia aidd
t tire -field course is hich
pare a letter for their local draft
be gien this summer."
hoards asking for such defer.:
Ii would be open only to
ments, it was emphasized yesterWatihingion The Initial
piek-d statt officers who ae
day by Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean
sterday banned travel of An
ready on the job, Dr. Duricao
of men.
"Tiler, has been an increas.n.: . in citizens to all ham Curt
He said that these letters ap’somber of patio.nts from mental countries unless they has,
ply to both students who have
appna at of the Staii Departm-nt
hospitals who hase beVII restored
and who have not had deferments
Stalin Resieus Air strength
to ,’is ilian status," Dr. Duncan
before. The letters should be
Stalin
MCMCO VA Pisonier Jost
could
noted "F’onnerly not
placed on file in the Registrar’s
\ 11 -WA Russia’s militara and air
la dom for mental cases
office so that at the end of the
might sesterday at a May tho
Th4. two week program wanid
school year the registrar can send
parade dedicated to preparedness
sneational roan it together with the student’s
!against Anglo-American "Impel...ling of rehabilitation officer
scholastic standing to the draft
so that they woulci become al- ! eilist aggressors
board.
cm:tinted with jobs as:oil:41de le
.11s iation
511.10- RP Restricted
"In order to avoid a last minthese people, Dr. Duncan said.
Secretary of In Washinettin
ute rush," Dean Benz said, "it
’The other program is a yi ar t terior Oscar L. Chapman said se
would be well for all students
I ;Ailing course on the graduate ’ terday that unless that t .
seeking deferments in prepare
I\ el for a team of rehabilitation ; is settled quickly "1.151
their letters and file them with the
personnel. Team members would !gasoline wilt
Registrar’s office at their earliest
probably consist of a psychiatrist. ’stricted
convenience."
4 psychologist. a vocational counThe Santa Clara county draft
"keep Troops
sa-lor. and a social worker and
Lus Angeles John I. S..
board and in all probability other
other.
ne
boards throughout the country will
39-s-ar-old Ohio lawyer an,:
photo tis Parker
Trained to work together. these
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restore to normal life, the cost i trussing since Tuesday a
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persons aboard uas tourd
I’. slight.
Iday: in wild central lb-lad..
naturalistic
’’Miss Julia,- a
’ parachutists ii.scue ti sins V. I
Student Council’s recent ap- 3:30 p.m. meeting today in the . c,
tragedy, will open in the Studio
to the scene inoried.rii.1
to
postai of the $300 allocalion to 1 Student Union,
theater tonight at 8:15 o’clock.
It is reported there was no sum or
the Camp Miniwanca fund is ex- Spolyar. ASBpresident.
This play will be the master’s
Bill Severns, ASS treasurer, ,ril
peeled to be reconsidered at a
thesis production for graduate
asked for a rescinding’ motion at
student Mary Lee Haugum, who
!last week’s colincil meeting. on
§
expects to get Int- M.A. here in
A survey to determine the bus.- 11,,,,... ,ri ii,, ...
grounds that the Board of CnnJune. Tickets for the play are on
mg and spending povrer of stud- .."41.11 It 11111141""
j
trol
did
not
approve
the
allocation.
sale in the Speech office, Room 57,
Torlas is the last i’as for
At its Apr 17 meetine it,,, ! eats at the college will la- under- .
for 30 cents.
booby ’,rite entrants to sign up
taken beginning today by
granted
the
Camp’s.Min:1Todaylcounci)
Are
Due
The three main characters in
at the "Elmenth street f
wanca committee’s request for- students enrolled in tie Nea"Miss Julia" will be played by
Lea s 41 4 otlieI
Ii. aCeorlItili:
The Inter - organization corn- four $50 tuition scholarships to PaP" Advertising Managema-i
Dolores Cipolla, Richard Rigs mittee on the formation of a fachair tO Saul IAV... plIbIli
the (-amp leadership program and class, it was announced yesterday
and Cherie Brigham. The story ulty council yesterday urgtal all
toward transportatinn fees, by Carl Hoffmann. associate pro-1 Man.
$144
deals with the seduction- of a faculty members, both in the state I
t..ele entries in all other fields
providing approy al
the Boatrl lessor of journalism.
count’s daughter. Miss Julia, by and junior college, to remember
ii ill ii.’ Yecepled nest
inert..
The statistics compiled in th
of t’ontrol.
the Count’s alet, Jean.
today’s 5 p.m. deadline for subThe council also will vote on survey will he used to cow:
Peasant dancers during the in- mission of the faculty co uncil the Rally committee’s request for a 16-page brochure, Wtlai
ter-hide between the seduction and nomination ballots
StIldelitS ReCeire
two constitutional amendments, be distributed to the ad’
the aftermath will be played by ’
which will poivida the committee in the San Jose area, el
secby
I
Election of the council
Donna Wegner, Ramona PuccinMight -MU (1
twards
with a recording acretary as well an accurate picture of He
ret ens-elope ballot is planned
mar.ket made available to ther
elk, Cleo Cebulla, Robert La- for next week,
as a correspondine secretary.
:
Sparta..
by advertising in the
Crosse, John Rodrieues, Philip
Dr. Dudley Moorhead, chairman
Carol Hotchkiss, Art Land and
Ethier and Rudolph Posch.
lof the connuittee, said that all bal-!
Professor Hoffmann emphasized Donald Frevert were announced
lots must be properly executed and ’Starlight
the
that all information given to yesterday. as the winners oi
returned to Room 30
interviewed will he -kept Camp Miniwanca scholarship
those
he
yesterday,
By 12 noon
No inter- awards, according to Jean Ann
strictly confidential
said, more than 20 nominations
viewee will be required to giye his Bailey, chairman of the comApplications for Associated
had been received, but mostly
5(0 mittee.
Student Body office’, can be
Dancing under the stars will name. Ile said that about
in the professor and asrociate
Shunji Ito was elected to act aSpartans still be reached during
picked up now in the Student
profewir categories. Nominahighlight tomorrow night’s junior the survey.
altirnate
Union, according to Harlow
tions are urgently needed in the class "Prom Under the Stars"
"The %Indent. utere chosen on
beThe questionnaires were comLloyd, chief justice of the Studarriatiutt professor - instructor
posed by; Jim Taylor and George the barks of tlear leadersJap raiing
held
at
W’ildwocid
park
in
ent Court.
category and in the non-teat-hPizante, and work on the bro- tentialitiea, their actisitte on
Deadline for returning the aping professional staff% category Saratoga.
chure is being started by Taylor the campus and their ’scholarplication% is 12 noon Monday.
he stated.
"Proper attire for the dance
ship record." add Miss Raite.
Chambers and Torn Ellis.
Student elections will be held
Dr. Moorhead emphasized the will be ’dressy’ clothes," accord Camp Min:warn:a, whic:i is loMay lb and 16.
importance of the faculty to nom- ing to Phil Niederhoff, prom chaircated near Shlby. Ntich
1- a
inate a large selection of candi- man. He mphasized that the prom
leadershap training camp LArli
dates far this first faculty council wohld not be semi -formal
year, scholarships are au:tided to
He said nomination blanks have
"Music in a Royal Manner"
students from eery state.
hit
been widely distributed by the colCamp sessions tfregin on Jul) .23
will he provided by Roddy King
PO
too
reel
cool.
d’
A
;1
to
:1..
lege departments, and a ?Ora ones
and his eiw,ht-piece orir.
heat ra.
for the women and i ml on it
f
loss
/et
o
ahrenticit,
shattered
can be secured in Room 14,
King has played for man) stud 10 Aug. 11 through Aug
when dropped on the Floor and
Concluding program of the Inthe respectiye dates for the i.
ent body, fraternity and sorority
jurior high students ch ased after
st !tide of IndustrialRelations’
-lions in the Ray area and
SeSSIalb.
th,.
radio series on "People and Probappearaac es in ballroormi
Mias Bailey is returning to
will be heard mer station
It occured during t he liquid wanes as it counselor and as.
and hotebi in the iirex have ’
KEEN Sunday at 10:30 a.m.
air and temperature exhibition year Cafilfl,r
prosed popular, raid Niederhoff.
"The (’as.’ for Free Enterprise"
hy Dr. H
flay- Clark and Dr
In rase rain should force the
’
"
Suppres.sed- desires of Spartans
will be the topic discussed by four
Arthur Williams
niernbers of the college economics will emerge tonight when the first prom indoors, the class has re According
Norman Doi to
Dr
annual "Beaux Arts Ball’ is pre - served the Women’s rym
department.
ioff, co-director of the Science
The weather reports
"To get to Wilda-Dad park,
Dr. William II. Poytress, head sented by Alpha Gamma, honor.
open houst. the craekling Hower me it safe today and preof the Social Science department, ary art fraternity, at Hillsdale take Big Karin road to Fourth
was part of one of the most avell stereotsped
"lair
with
street, one block past the Sarwill speak on the free enterprise Farm.
received demonstratio ns of the change in temperature.
"The student body is invited to atoga theater, and turn right.
setting. -H. Paul F.cker, co-director
event.
eamful
This predicts
of HR. will discuss government come dressed in keeping with a There will be a sign pointing
Dr Ilolloff estimated that more mean anything WI’ WW,
to the park." Niederhoff said,
regulation in a free enterprise suppressed desire theme," said Pat
"Fourth street leads direcUy to than 511.9 people had toured the surprised if all heck broke
community.
Collins. member of the publicity
building by 530 o’clock yesterday today. A tidal 1,VaVe may I.
the park."
The role of labor under free en- committee
the mountains and fill the
Bids for the prom are on sale afternoo i.
terprise will he discussed by Dr.
Dance hours, 9 p.m. to 1 a m.,
Commenting on the open house, %alley, or a tropical hear wa.,
Edward P. Shaw, DR co-director. will feature the music of Don today in the Library arch The)
Owen M. Broyles, associate pro- Dean’s Mode:mires. Bids, selling will be sold at the door tomorrow Natural Science Department Head, top all tropical heat %dye-. fessor of economics, will speak on at $1.25 per couple, still may be night. The price is $1.50 per Dr Carl Duncan stated that it prostrate us all. Time nuiy
the weather report sure di was. "highl) successful."
monetary and fiscal policy,
couple.
purchased at the Library arch.
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Student Union

Bandwagon

ra,-. ,j_. a
+hi ,ack thereof on Spratan campus, has long
been an item for complaint.
This week Sigma Nu fraternity demonstrated what school spirit
could mean. The men showed by a fraternal enterprise what could be
accomplished if the combined efforts of the entire student body
were directed to a common goal ---good of the college.
The Sigma Nut want a new house. To get it. they have to raise
money. So this weekthey decided to do something about it.
Members decorated two trucks, one loaded with the -Dixie Land
Half Doven,’ then canvassed all the sorority houses, selling tickets
with the promise that everyone ..ho purchased A ducat could -climb
on the band wagon.The two trucks were loaded with students and 20 other vehicles
*limed with occupants joined the parade, which ended at the present Sigma Na. house with a street dance, where more tickets were
sold
Publicity Chairman Norm Hirschman estimated that SOO Spartans
.
loinef in the fund-raising project.
If the same initiative and enthusiasm cnuld be aroused for the I
!
building of a neer Student Union, concrete steps could soon be taken
I
for its construction.
Why not a Student Union fund operated by each organization? I
Fraternities, sororities, non-Greek letter groups could thee exercise their ingenuity in planning money -raising campaigns to erect an
edifice that could be used by everyone.
That mime/. together with the $40,000 now on hand and the
Teetoli portion of ASB funds, which the Student Union board has
recomended, would go a long way toward making the idea of a new
Union a reality.
Once the ball is rolling on campus, perhaps aid of townspeople
could be enlisted, the same donation procedure which was such a
great help in constructing the new Chapel.
But ihs up to US to start’

A.B.

Airwa ns Ihas
mte
Varts
To Aeronautics 1)epartment
By CLAUDE PARKER
TiAt.
L’ 111111W1 at lug section%
t a atispot I planes have
Irian I’
a
,trisieit
to tlie Aeronautics
fiepui Intent by Celine ma Eastern
Airwir%. sit f biklant1 Thomas E
I/Y/11411i. lit’s1101ii4111
of
aeronautics, desist VII Tuesday
1 ftw of the wing sections has
been 1,:iseet to, the Aeronautics de.
1.111twont to Son .tos. ’Pei -Mural
i high who’d ’The other will he
ideal iii cinkee tiro. labreatmitia,
Mr- lasanatil said

I *I/Illl’1 Diliatcr,
it. ill 1’4)11111c,

Pi
-et Deplores 1’tee
i "-a: Thrust and Parry
To say the least, I was shocked
to learn that the American servicemen in Japan "take low pleasure in their association with Japanese prostitutes "
It seems impossible that our
American
boys could condone
such behaviot in their comrades.
Having associated with sersiceMen in the last unpleasantries. I
was shocked to find such a low
degree of morality among our
young men. It must he an outi.frowth of our "New Army "
The only answer I could find
as to why such a deplorable situation has arisen is that the young
men. who were dragged away
trom their homes and families.
must have developed a crude sense
of values. I think that something
should he done as this does not
show our "ambassodar s in unitom"
r
in a very flattering light.
I did wonder though, if all the
21)0,000 I legi t imate children were
mothered by these degraded creatures,
A shocked vet,
Leonard I.. Williams
ASB 8348

Great Baritone
Congratulations and apologies:
I read the small news item on
the front page of the Spartan
Daily Wednesday about Mr. Robeson being kept out of the San
Francisco Opera House. "Now
there," I thought, "is something
to get riled about but probably
nothing will be done or said about
it." Apologies! On the next page
was what I consider to be the
best editorial I have read in the
Spartan Daily. Congratulations!
Mr. Robeson has one of the
greatest if not the greatest baritone voices of our time. Banning
him from the Opera House is not
only preventing people from hearing his voice but, greater than
that, is going against everything
that I’ve been taught and am being taught about what America is.
Freedom is the one thing all
Americans boast of. Am I now
made to realize that it is (as
many have told met merely a
word with no basis in this country? The fact that a city the size
of San Francisco can commit such
an act, doer’ this mean other cities
will follow the same trend until,
horror upon horrors, one has to
-
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IScience Trek
Nets Flowers
’4’ A n dR are Bugs

Thrust and Parry

Pi. , .11 ilitory Boll

Reelries Tickets
Still %re On Sale

-e I

Ca nterbury(’lob: Meet Sunday
at 6 p to
tor dinner. Guest
speaker at 7 30 p.m.
Charming Club: Meet Sunday at
Unitarian churili at 7:30 p.m.
College Religious Council: Meet
Sunday: at 2 p.m
Millet: Buy lads to "Black
Champagne." Spartan Orioeci’s
senteformal dance May 10 at
Hots’ Lyndon. from your president.
Lutheran Students AmocistIon:
Meet Sunday at 6 30 p.m.

the loyalty oath betore one
can appear on any
"American’’people7 "age
I’ve heard Communism called
"un-American** hut the banning of
Mr. Robeson seems to me to be
more un-American than anything
the Communists have yet done in
this country. It should make the
average American incensed at this
crushing of another American’s
liberty!
Joan Riley
ASH 9161

’Well Done S.F.’
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Realizhig, fully well, that there
are a million and one arguments
that could be, and usually are,
used against anyone advocating
anything as "shocking" as the banning of Paul Robeson from the
San Francisco War Memorial Opera House, I still say "Well Done"
to the people of S. F.
Nothing is more disgusting to
me than an individual who would
demand the rights offered to him
by the constitution, while all his
efforts are devoted toward destroying that constitution.
Nothing is more boring tit
me, nor hoe anything bee
more trite from overuse-, than
the high-sounding, patriotic
word* used by Editorial Writer
A.B., in an Howe at here clear
thinking would prove these
words to be merininglesa and unwise.
How many times have we heard
ourselves accused of "desecration
to the writers of the American
constitution?" Yet. I find it very
difficult to believe that these wise,
clear-thinking, foresighted men
would have allowed any self named Communist such as Paul
Robeson to mock the ideals of
which they wrote by singing in
a building dedicated to American
war dead.
How Ironic that would be! Let
Paul Roberion sing if he will, but
let hint sing elsewhere. Let hint
he grateful he still luso the right
to sing. The trustees of the Opera Hon*. had every right to
ban him, and I feel they actedi

The natural science overnight
trip last weekend resulted in many
"finds," according to Lois Bastian,
vice-president of the Entomology
club.
Insect collecting was fair, hut
the wild flowers found were the
best discoveries made on the trip
to the La Panza camp ground east
of San Luis Obispo, Miss Bastian
said.
The location shined was especially tine breausw of the
varied topography within a comparatively email region, said Dr.
J. Gordon Edwards, adviser to
the club.
Entomology club members* most
outstanding additions to their insect collections were a night flying scarab beetle and a weevil
which is found on yucca plants,
Miss Bastian stated.
Orientally an Entomology club
only field trip, plans later were
widened and membera of the
Social Science, Education and
Biological Science departments
traselled to the hunUng grounds.
attending
members
Faculty
were: John Harville, assistant professor of biology; Dr. Albert Ellis,
assistant professor of anatomy and
physiology; Dr. James Millen, instructor in entomology: and Dr.
James Heath, assoeiate professor
of zoology.
Advertbiement
To the F,ditor of "The Dolly"
call Turnac "Stadler"
you
When
and Stadler "Turnac" you may
have a fight on your hands, but
there’s no need to worry about
how you mix HAMMER separates
you’ll always get good results.
on First near
That’s HAMMER
Adv.
San Carlos.
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I’m sorry, A.B., but I’m afraid =
that in the case of Paul Robeson, =
it would be impossible to separate
politics from art. He himself has .7.7
not done so, but has capitalized on a.
his artistic ability, so why should
ERoy
we.
Sincerely,
ASH2066

at
DR. FALLCANSI:
=
OPTOMETRISTS
OPTICIANS
=

PALMER

611 South First Street

2Family Barber Shop r:

E
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UC Engineer Exam
508 South lefh
E
To Be Tomorrow 1 Bungalow Fountain i
The University of California En-

gineering examination will be held E. BREAKFAST SERVED AU. DAY E
at 200 5, Seventh street tomor- =
..
LOWEST PRICES
row, according to Dr. R. J. Smith. =
QUALITY FOOD
E
Engineering department head. All =Opens 6:30 Daily
_
students planning to transfer to Es..d.re,00
9th at William
one of the colleges of engineering
=
of C.C. this autumn should plan
!_
_ Best Battery Deal in Town!
to take this test, Dr. Smith said, =Bonus
Offer! Well gins you Bab foe=
The examination will last. from Eyour old battery PLUS Green Stamps=
8 o’clock tomorrow morning to ap- ISon a nets top quality battery. Cams ME
proximately 4:30 p.m. Students , =oday I
must bring slide rules and the $5 a
Jades Shell Service
’E
examination fee.
1001 at William

Grace Lutheran Church
The Ray. Clarence F. Creaser ID.
The Ser.iceI I 00 .m.Sunday
Hadquarters of
The Luther*, Students Association
69 EAST JULIAN STREET

LEONARD’S
Sporting Goods

Trophies
377 S. Rot

CY 5158:

vii

sigma Sigma: Buy bids to ’
Black Chempagne." Spartan Oriocci’s semi -formal dance May 10
at Hotel Ly:ndon, from your president.
Spartan (Morel: Meet tonight
at 734) o clock at Student Center
For transportation call n:ni Kato,
(’Y 24:537.
WIldlIfe t’onsersatio Club:
Meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in .8710
plans for barbecue.
to

WELCOME
STUDENTS

SCHOLARS

AND YOU

STAY DOWNTOWN IF:
YOU WANT A LIVE GROUP
YOU WANT REAL FUN
YOU WANT SOMETHING HELPFUL

Then Join Us EVERY SUNDAY
9.30

COLLEGIATE BIBLE CLASS
’Nothing stuffy here MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
"Where God Is made more real"
6:15 COLLEGE AGE YOUTH GROUP
"A program on college level for college youth"
730 EVENING SERVICE
"So helpful that thousands hear this hour of prayer"
DR. CLARENCE SANDS
Two Youth Pastors to Serve You
REV. MERLE ROARK
11:00

First Baptist 0- Bloch
601 ALMADEN AVE

Eg:

Rogers

seeteris: Nteet Sunday at 6 3
p

==
==

from Campus
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Pen Pal Requests
Hand Grenades

Wipe (?cundu
Edited by JACK LYTHGOE

Violence Reigns
During Red Riot
TOKYO, May 1
’U1’) Communist -led rioters shouting "Go
home Americans!" terrorized Tokyo on this third day of Japanese
independence in a wild outburst of
violence that killed two persons
and injured more than 500 including scores of Americans.
Surging throngs estimated from
260.000
to higher than 350,000
rampaged through the streets after listening to violent anti-American speeches by Communist leaders. They burned automobiles,
stoned and clubbed Americans and
other foreigners and smashed plate
glass windows.
An angry mob hurled two American sailors into the Imperial
_

.9

Socialist Predicts
Japan Revolution
TOKYO, May 1 (UP) - Norman
Thomas, American Socialist lead-,
a May Day rally in Tokyo, said
er who came to Japan to speak at
today’s Communist -led riots were
a "minor dress researsal for a
revolution."
"I’ve been in this business a
long time and I know," he said
"If is the classic Communist method."
The man who ran for president
six times on the Socialist ticket
said "It’s like seeing an old show
In a new dress. It was almost out
of the books."

Envoy Talks To
A.P. Reporter
In Red Prison
WASHINGTON. May 1 (UPI -American Ambassador Ellis 0.
Briggs talked yesterday with American newsman William N. Oatis
for the first time since he was arrested by Czech secret police on
Apr. 23, 1951, the State Department reported today,
Briggs advised the State Department that Oatis said his health
was "good." The ambassador said
Oatis’ statement regarding his
health was supported by his appearance
The ambassador had a 30 -min ate meeting with the imprisoned
Associated Press correspondent.
The State Department had been
demanding such a meeting for
53 weeks.
Officials cautioned against interpreting it as forecasting his
early release.
"We just don’t know," one official said.
Upon receipt of the dispatch
from Briggs. Secretary of State
De an Atcheson immediately
phoned Oath:* wife and told her
of the meeting.
The dispatch said Oatis told
Briggs that "he had recently received dental care, that he is al. lowed to read and write and that
he gets suffHent exercise."

DeMulle Dissolves
()vsii Firm, Taxes
Calif., May I
(UP) Cecil B. De Mille, veteran
70-year-old movie maker who has
never produced a box office loss,
is dissolving his independent company. C. B. De Mille Productions,
because of the "tremendous burden of increased taxation."
Corporate income taxes, excess
profits tax, franchise tax and various other forms of taxation, and
increased production costs all contributed to the decision.
De Mille denied, however, that
he intended quitting the industry
for good.

WITH 45TH DIVISION IN
KOREA, May 1 (UP)An Army
private nho corresponds with
225 pen psis received a request
for some hand grenades from a
small boy In Nets Jersey,
"Ile nanted to Mon up the
kid next door because he played
his bugle too much." explained
PFC. Richard Lax of Duluth,
Minn.

-

Nevada 1 i t nesses
New Atomic Blast

SPARTAN DAILY

I

Ike To Have Hollywood
Campaign; Starlets, Too
revealed today
HOLLYWOOD, May 1 (UPI
banded tolus
Gen. Eisenhower’s campaign sill gether to gie the drive I.
include a Hollywood build-up com- presidential norninata,n a glacnoi plete with a press agent and leggy. touch
starlets in battle jackets.
Beautiful Monde. like Dolls
A group of Hollywood showrn. n
and Sirginia X11.4e. ha.. of
feted to appear at rallic for the
%%%%% :nen 1.155 .1
General. The
f ’is I al
iiiwr-is.hoosal parade doon I lot.
billtlir\ard of floats decorated with mole stars.
Max
NEW YoRK, May 1 tt I
"A iailitician’s 1’3111111.1411 I, Ilk.’
Conrad ran into 25-mile-an -hour a big medicine slum " explained
head winds in his Piper Pacer ov- Television Film
Producer John
er Missouri today. throwing him Van Goldern one of the (II
behind schedule in his effort to of "liollysvood f or Ike .’
set a coast -to-coast non-stop recThe studios al Ion Iteir SI hisin
ord for a light plane.
appear at rallies at long a, the,
"1 have lit t14. hop, non of break- don’t talk on political issues
"Well, actors aren’t politicians
ing the record," Conrad told the
United Press over radio at SI. explained N’an (oldern
"But you tenon the HIP. t these
Louis.
111011!k Mal people has.% The a.
"I feel fine, hut I Wish I had crate ftinerican oil, listen eat
erly to Doris ii.171.
flat. Le
hut
..III.e Millar pa
more gas and better time," he said
litleians are a little dr,."
"I’m picking up time now. hostrei date no robe! polit lc , it
ever," he said . "I’ll make La Guardia field I Nvw York I but 1 don’t : the current campaign has
nounced he’s taking adsantage of
know about the record!"
the Hollywood glamour tactories

Transcontin
Record Try ti I

Pdlace moat and stoned them as
they struggled in the water. They
crawled out with the crowd jeering and shoving at them. One of
their wives was mauled.
MT. CHABLESTON. Nev., May
Seven American newspapermen 1 (UP) --An atomic device, dropwere injured by stones and clubs. ped from an Air Force bomber,
A medical corpsman said an Am- exploded high above Yucca Flat
erican Army ambulance was over- proving grounds today as more
turned. Scores of American civil- than 2000 battle-hardened Marines
ians and servicemen took shelter huddled unafraid in foxholes only
inside the Dai ’chi building, head- 7000 yards away.
quarters of Gen. Matthew B. RidgThe blinding explosion came at
way, and other government offices. 9:30 a.m. PDT, 42 hours laihind
Police arrested 60 rioters in schedule and after the historyTokyo and 68 in other parts of making Marine atomic maneuvers
They said one policeman had been twice postponed.
was killed, one rioter killed and
Seconds after the nuclear explonearly 300 demonstrators and sion shot a huge fireball, plus the
about 240 policemen injured. There familiar mushroom cloud, high ov_
were unconfirmed reports two oth- er the desert test center, the
er rioters were killed.
cocky Marines climbed from theti
book
The Nippon TiMPS editorially professionally-carved foxholes to- iisrill to Ardep..o.rritikeiniincndtate
. .1 I
ermath.’s
urged a crackdown on the Com- begin an assault on mythical Yuce
inril
kind of date hook that the)
munist party as a result of the ea Island.
is
riots. The paper said it "cannot
talking atuutt’
hut it "il
The flash was a brilliant red, jII"
all the
hoo nearly
oarandaloos
condemn in strong enough terms one of the brightest seen by ’’’I I dales are copped 1), the co-eds oho
the terroristic acts of the Red - servers from this observation post I are wardrohed by HAMMER, First
140 miles south of the lest Site Near Saat Carlos.
incited rioters."
Ads
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hich U ill Be King V eptune’s Bride?

:ed by
DIANE PRICE
s-a

a

Eight Chapters 1KK7 Awarded
Of Theta Chi Annual Trophy
To HoldConfaliBy Panhell ente
right Theta Chi chapters will he I
Kappa Ekiipa Gamma sorority
_
represented at the 1952 Fiesta and was awarded the
annual PanhelRegional conference to begirt M
his area tonighttccording to Jer.., lenie scholarship trophy for the
ry Morrison, publicity chairman year by Dean of Women Helen
I Dimmick at the recent Panhellefor the local chapt.r.
A confiTi’IlCe and luncheon will nic Breakfast.
is’ held tomorrow at Alpha EpsiThe breakfast is held annually
lon chapter house at Stanford tuna dance tO present the cup to the sorolitl
versity. In the evening.
achieving the highest scholastic
will be held at the City of Paris
average among all -campus soror:n San Mateo. Members and alumities for the past year.
ni will attend.
Chapters will be represented
This year’s breakfast was held
town the University of Nevada. at the Gamma Phi Beta house on
San Diego State college, Stanford, 11th street. The presidents, scholSan Jose State college, University arship chairman, panhellenic repreof Southern California, University sentatives and advisers from all
f California at Los Angeles, tint’ campu:s sororities attended.
..ersity of California at Berkeley,
Connie Burke of Gamma Phi
ind Bakersfield.
Recently the local Gamma Xi Beta sorority was in charge of the
:hapter
pledged 13 new men. affair.
Pledged were Dick Rein, Gene Ra
benau, Bob Cross, Chris Williams,
Bob Zampatti, Thor Rasmussen.
Karl Schultz, Howard Richards.
Les Johnson. John Carrillo, Don
Thornley, John Allen and Don
Binder.
In lilt TIK hurl
girls piettircd atone, re pr ....ling
phalge I
4..44 h 11.111111b11% sorority,
oiil
,,,,, ned -King Neplone’s Bride" tonight
.6nd 1.10 reign ot r Ihe annual Della sigma Phi
6. oho s K.611 Ilse randidates are flop row I. to r.)
irginia Donaldson, Joanne Koalhy, 116k,ria Dillon,
I ON,

Merle Reiland, Marilyn Magladry and 1,, ,,, Itabich;
Martut, Jeagotic Dar I holt ,,,,, root, I. to r.)
grate. Donna isehokke and Dorrithy Moore. The
etent -is a tradition la ith Delta Sig chapters
throng
he "sentry.
photo hy Zimmerntan

. I)

SP ,
,11.z.
f,- II. Orme council adviser for San
Po
Oill, .
to/01110..
steer, .ol
olPly groups on C a:OWN Jose State college, is helping to orI
to. at 1,,./111,ii,mt. wine" is ennui. the workAiop.
Thceday’s program will begin at
it; : it.,- fit ,0 parth,.dt.mt.
A-,,,k i,,,i, r he hod at lb., (.1.1F am.. with registration of all;
res. II a ill tak. place all dav tie participants to be held in Morris!
,,,,,,,,,,. pit the wttutt,n.,, wvin. th,. Dailey auditorium. At 9 a.m the
, , ,,,T ,, ,,, , -,,,,.,11 1..lb_ general session will begin with an
opernue greeting by I)r. 1’. W.
ii. its :
Mtitgluarrie
.
A1,1.. ,,...1. ;
it)’ :
11/11 1,-, ‘011’,
t //her’
speakers will include
. tioi:i.. locrpho-p-s front all etinitst: ; Grace Grille’. Panhellenic presi-"1’ i o
s’: III It I tend ’to’ Work- dent, Miss Helen Dint:nick, (lean
hoe. ’he ’hone of which is -Pan:: eil wonien; Mrs George Simonson.
_I mt.,. If is success. the National paohoursme mama’ morn.
toll’ ;h
rse ill
I I he held annually
her, and Barbara Meeker, chairI- a , ,1 ol the Ill calllptIS sororities m an fer the workshop
Section meetings will begin at
is F . pons.I.I
for a division of the ’
itiograrn ’dile sororities and their. 9 30 am and Will continue Until
sue tem: are. Alpha (’hi I hilt’ l.:1. - 11 36 The morning topics include
table iii,orations; Alpha t knocron rushinc parties. pre-rushing, tumor
14, touselal proglenoi. Alpha Phi, . prinho 11enie. and alum iecommen
Twat at (hi 1N11/1,73. regist tat inn tl’"’"’’’’
I uneheores at the respective soI" ;IA ...4,111114. PlittitellY.
rority houses for all sorority girls
I ,ar: ,’:. It.. Bela, speak,’ s I i.-1. and visiting alums will Lilo, plaee
i , 7,1, ’,IN, of pialgt ..iii Kelp’s, front 11 :30 a m to 1 p.m (111,
S lpa
hlet
Il a. luncheon plans, Kap- altim from each hose
u
will hin.
i .1 ’KAMA 1;:ttl111171
seetion topic, %oh th. ke)note speaker it F r !
.id s111’1 Kappa, evaltiatinn sheet Hi nn’s mstatirint
my .- Roth I ir leg, Nat inn.’ I P4nAlter lunch, all participant: will .

Pledges of Alpha Chi Omega
pulled a fast one recently and left
the actives waiting for a sneak
That never came off.
The entire ’pledge class walked
s into the.house one evening recent- !yl and walked out again without a
I word. Actives were in a total state
-T
id confusion the rest of the evening, but the_ pledgos did not reI turn.
return to hear Mrs. Ruth Doom’ I- I
Advertisement
ly, former assistant d ean at th e
IVP members of the Speech DeUniversits of California and pre.- ’ I’ he
No oonder:
_, i partment leaving.
ent hi:using supervisor at /to, u"ii Frustration is the VillOie. The eloversity, speak on "What the Col-lquence inspired Ii’. 11A1IMP/V4
leg.’ Expects of a Sot -only."
I easy -priced summer fashions leaves
From 2:30 to 4 o’clock in the at. nothing for theft to teach. That’s
111.1MMER
on First
near San
_
ra
C
ternoon will b e
devoted to
after- 1,....
noon section meetings. Topic: v .
be pledge training. alum and .!
ti’.’ relations, and standards and
scholarship. The last session will
he devoted to housemothers and
is open ti. all.
1
Folios% ing this the last general
session will he held, which will inCY 3-7007
elude summaries and evaluations
.
a discussions.
"AT SWORD’S POINT
’The first project of its kind to
Vvdcle
he held here, the main purpose of

Men’.
17 jewels,
staintrs.

and it’s Spring
Cleaning time foo.
Bring your clothes
to us to renew
that fresh
springy look
in your clothes.

Wonder Cleaner-1f
E Santa Clara at 12th

steel. a

p

sfro.,1

eOrdinary balance whelk’
spokes relay
vorrigid
shocks straight to vital
balance mechanism.
Incafien balance wheel
g-l -v-e-s with the shock..,
fully guaranteed against

damage.

Louoros Jewelers
46 E

/I

CY 3-8406

YFAIR:

"WESTWARD THE WOMEN"
Robert Taylor
plusBOOTS MALONE’

plus MASK OF THE AVENGER"
16ARDEN:

CY 3-8141

"I’LL GET BY"
June eirserer

plus --JUNGLE SIREN"

CY 3-9869 PADRE:

"THE AFRICAN QUEEN"

DINUE - IN
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the
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plus---Plson Call Irons Stranger"
I rl Rancho Drive -In:

4,

p1.6--PANCHO VILLA RETURNS"

CY 4-2041 s6hanirock Drive -1n:

"BLACK ROSE"

CY 4-6942

"STEEL TOWN..

POPtoO

plus

SHOCKING MISS PILGRIM-

fore
Mir
woo
stal
Ye
my I
rad I
his F
Pica;
"V
pose
dope
"TS

ven

"C
fully
Roos
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CY 3-3353

Academy Award Winner

"RASHO-MON"
etint of the guar_
Vitt, :6ini
plus"BOOTS MALONE"
! ter. tor iictives and Pledges of Al plus--"TWO-COLLAR BETTOR"
I ph.,
onwea sorority was the
lani:..! Scholarship Dinner held re- GAT:
CY 4-0083
CY 2-6778
cent Is at the chapter house Reas"SAILOR BEWARE"
on for the dinner was ’to stair the
"MY SIX CONVICTS"
Martin &
I gals to "raise the ole grades."
Gilbert Roland
Members and pledges with grade
plp,t"TEN
TALL MEN"
MIHAREM GIRL"
eat
point ’nada,: behM I 0 us tat
finish and Wear forMals. In" IIIii.’
Jost::
CY 5-9893 UNITED ARTISTS:
tt ere PIPPO‘ id these iinfoitimatis
CY 3-1953
this )4.41’ Up..11. With 1.0 to II av"FORT DEFIANCE"
ei ages eat vegetables and wr ,
"The Sin Francisco Story"
"LET’S GO NAVY"
ti essy attire The Illort fart tin,.
is ith an average of I 7iit to 1.9 ...
plusAS YOU WERE"
"Chinatown At Midnight"
clecken dinners and wear camp’.
I lot tong, while the hp-sins of
th, ,
4eif;-’1,10
group eat steak and wear a hat -’t
el’ appeals to them
I Alum Rock Drive -In:
CL 8-5184 San Jaw Drie-1n:
CY 5-5005
Skits presented In,-activies and!
pledges wound up the affair, which I
Martin and Lforis
"RED BADGE OF COURAGE"
turned into a laugh riot for all. I
"SAILOR BEWARE"
HURRY DOWN AND TRY DONUTS
at

usua

St

"THE AFRICAN QUEEN"

I 101(1

rivi

next
sevel

the workshop is to give all sororplus. THE DARK MAN"
ity girls an opportunity to gather
together and to work for their muI’ REST :
CY 5-9979 MISSION:
tual benefits. Attire will be earnpus clothe:.

s

lette
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-- Exchange Page
Edited by TOM MARQUIS
Thieves at the University of California seem to be interested ill
variety of different items to add to their collections. For the third time since 1899. the senior bench was stolen from
the campus.
After a period of expectant waiting, the bench finally Wits returned to the campus. Contrary to predictions, it u-as not painted

a

3

%Ile and or violent olor.

It had, in fact, been carefully sand( d and repainted the same
shade of natural brown that it had been before.
The culprits explained how they had accomplished the feat in a
letter they wrote to the editor of the Daily Californian.
"Perhaps in our own small way we have instilled a little more
rivalry amongst our classes." they comment.
That is a rather different way of achieving that objective than is
usually employed.
The incident is reminiscent of the sofa which was missing from a
University of Minnesota dorm for a couple of weeks and which was
mysterioirsly returned none the worse for wear.
*
Student politics at the Univirsity of Oregon have been almost

hectic

Tho

es

politics on the national scene.

Writer Claims
Teachers Are
Like Children
(Editor’s
COMP%

Note:

This

May
Isnda%

item

(Editor’s Note: This political state primary ballots. Think of her
forecast comes to us from the ! write-in potential! Staggering!"
Minnesota Daily, The editor can
"Well, even if all that you say
assume no responsibility for the
Is true, Eleanor Roosevelt isn’t
statements made herein.)

Yesterday I had a long talk with
my favorite political analyst, Conrad Silogram. You ve probably read
his column in the Frazee TimesPicayune.
"Well, Conrad," I said, "I suppose you’ve got the election all
doped out."
"Naturally."
"Naturally! Would you care bo

venture a prediction about our
nest President ?"
"I’d bo happy to." he said. "Our

the only rine who meets your
qualifications, What about Herbert Hoover or Errol Flynn?"
-Hoover," he replied, -hasn’t a
chance because everyone thinks
the Hoover commission is a Communist Front organization. As for
Errol Flynn, people associate him
with Charlie Chaplin, who has-a
moustache, which will remind them,
of Tom Dewey. And es en you knowl
he can’t win."
-I see you’ve thought this out
very carefully," 1 said admiringly.
"Oh, I’ve given the problem a
mental turn Or two," he said.
"fly the way.," I said, "is that
ii Trunkin button you’re wearing

"The Religious Situation
in America"

Now Eleanor. she’s always scut lying off to Pakistan or somewhere else so that we won’t have
another war. Everybody knows
she’s in favor of peace."
"Well. isn’t Adlai Stevenson in
favor of peace?"
"Furthermore," he said, ignoring
me. "her name isn’t on any of th,

A sermon by the
Ray. Harold K. Shelley
Sunday, May 4th, 1952
at 11.00 .m

RENDEZVOUS CAFE
Why muss up
the kitchen
and be
frustrated too,
when it’s so
easy to
dine at the
RENDEZVOUS

3

Flower Picker Ignores
All Obstacles in Search

lege Graphic, and is offered, sans
continent, for the editication of
ALL.)
College teachers are a peculiar
people, They are sometimes gods.
often like children.
They impose their unquestionable knowledge like Caesars, distribute impossible assignments.
then pout like infants when their
bleary-eyed students produce hastily -prepared homey) ork.
IVho except teacher.. Mould despise tardiness and absenteeism
and he trequentls late or absent

11110 else would
themselves?
complain of students’ Irresponsible altitudes, timard assignments, then neglect to return
tests promptly

Five Oregon Coeds
Awai t Same Date
A confusing date problem upset
the lives 01 10 Kappa Kappa Gammas at Oregon State college not
long ago.
It seems a fellow named Fletcher had called all of them asking
them for a date-- all dates made
were for the same time. Five 01
the coeds had accepted.
Catastrophe came when Fletcher
failed to showin fact, he didn’t
oven call. The whole deal had been
planned by some of his -buddies."

Norte-oar.

Picking flowers is generally a pretty tame pastime. But in the
jungles of Honduras it can become
Miss Marizer
n
professor of botan,s
.
week from this sort 01 floss)
ing expedition.
Accompanied by Kate Stales,
her secretary-companion. she collected specimens for Northwestern
university and for the Chicago Na- ,
tural History museum.
The two women drove a jeep

to Honduras on the Pan- Anterican highway, A jeep is the Largest vehicle feasible on narrow
mountain trails.
Miss Carlson is an old hand at
jungle -hunting for rare plants. In
1946 she went to Central America
by plane and ox-cart. In 1948 she
returned in a half-ton truck, and
then learned a lesson. It proved
too big for narrow trails.
Even with the jeep there was
trouble in some mountainous areas ’
In one spot they climbed 10,000
feet 15 miles of cliffs and hairpin
turns.
Operating from a school, the
professor hired a guide and took

quite an adventure.

a ill somi open tI tilt. 1111%.1*.W.,.
of North Dakota It will house
111011141.11.

The I Mrs. -story. sound -proofed
building will oiler a varlets of sp.cial features for bedtime snacks.
a fully (spopped kitchenette: for
complete ss salting and
laundrs
drs mg facilities.
An intei-comniumeation %astern
will connect each room with thd
main office, so there wil be no deoccupants (it a
lay in not
phone call.

*
glS
4

The "cloud" for. a-I,- an) foe,:.
nearly all the time tweause of Th.),
high humidity, which is usually
close to 100 per cent.
Miss Carlson has no indication
; of the success of the venture.
’since identification and preservation will take several months.
Previous trips have netted her
4,000 plants, 15 of which had never
,
been disem ,

.4

Petite
eeauty
citcppe

Special Rates for All
Campus Organizations

No perking problems
Open Wednesday evenings
Easy to obtain appoinimitets

Angel Food Donuts

315 S 12th

CIS 8912

35S F,,,,th

1)(111,1

,%411111(1-1Prt

the jeep into the surrounding
cloud forests.

CY 5-1760

MEE
THESE
PRICES!

next president wil be Eleanor Roosrvelt."
"Oh, really now," I said doubtfully. "You can’t be serious, Mrs.
Roosevelt is not even a declared
on your lapel?"
candidate."
"Exactly." he said, with more
"Well, y.es it is," he admitted
than a touch of smugness, "Look "I thought I might as well get e,
at the avowed candidates. The the bandwagon."
more they talk the fewer votes
"But Truman announced that
they get. Taft, ahd Stassen are isn’t going to run," I said.
losing friends every day."
"He did? Well, well, well, th:,,
"Yes, hut
: throws a difference light on th.
"And Eisenhower," he interrupt- situation It certainly does."
ed. "you don’t catch him campaining, do you? Nobody knows where
CHANNING CLUB
he stands on anything. That’s why
Meets Sunday, 7:30 p.m
he’s so popular."
In the Fireside Room
"But he’s in Europe," I protested. "How can he campaign?"
"Please rinderstand." Conrad
Modern religion in America, in
all its forms is responding to the
said patiently, "that it is not an
upheavals in social culture. Whet
accident that he is in Europe.
are some of the points of tenThese days the only way to he
sion Where do Unitarians fit
elected in America is to get rod
into the general picture
of the country and make people

think you are shooting hot-"
through the iron curtain.’

D 411.Y

from the Pepperdine col-

campus is nominally divided between the United Students
association and the Associated Greek Students, with a smattering
of independents thrown in.
Teachers seem to believe that
All of which is making for a vigorous campaign between the varstudents enjoy handing in late
ious office -Reeking aspirants.
The Daily Emerald, student newspaper, has helped to stir up work. They often punish the unthe situation with several outspoken editorials, one of which "ex- fortunate culprit by gently remindposed" one of the persons seeking the nomination of the Greek Stu- ing him during class that "Promptness is the backbone of democdents for the post of ASR prexy.
Looks like there is at least one college campus where there is racy."
The teacher raises his eyebrow
a strong interest in student politics.
*
*
at all excuses and seems to forget
Adding to the hectic scene up Oregon way is the advent of the that other teachers also impose
annual Law School weekend, which by tradition is one of the "gayest" pressing obligations. He implies
events in the West.
that the student spent his past
week in evil pursuits and deliberately snubbed his teacher’s heart rending pleas.

Campaign Tactics
Bared by Scribe

iLliTA
2 "52

froms500
INCLUDING ROUND TRIP STEAMER PASSAGE
Motor, bicycle, rail. or Aaltboot. adventure and study lours to al
parts of Europe . . . also "self drive- cars or ford Plan tours at
prices way below all others. Trips ler college credit la French.
German. Spanish, sad Art. See Unspoiled Europe .

MEXICO 31U

froms300

Tour of ALL Misair o born Laredo for students
33 Dy Adnror
47 Day Univisrsity of Mexico Study Tour with 6 9 poirte college
13 IS days beta 11135.
credit. MI year famous ’To:sates Tows
Really sere Mimeo!

The First Unitarian Church
160 North Third Steer’,
San Jose Calif.

ORIENT

1595 S. First

40-64
Days

froms1048

Is yrs by first class teamer to Hawaii spas. Manila and
Hoag Smog te connection with Cooper Union and Uoiversiry at Tolry
. . and AROUND THE WORLD la SO Deyel
SITAAmerica’s largest organization for educational Patel. Founded in /933 11 hoe
pro operated 411 of its 0I4 is tows since that lime. N’a livid middlemen ere involved and oll
trips .
are allocated to edeoraional use. Over WOO persons has taken
them on the recommendation of presiosis tour members . . an unparalleled record!

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL ASSOCIATION
54$

5TH AVENUE NEW TOSZ

us

PALM VRINGS, CALITORMIA

Local Representative: Robert Melbye, 1532 Iris Court, San Jose
Phone. CYpress 2-5561

S

-ISpartans Face Twers in
ftli*IIDICIM Doubleheader To
Friday May 2 1952

%ILYA?: DAILY

and a low, and has struck nut
the talented College of’ Pacific
batters in 51 innings of pitchhurler in the opener tomorrow.
ing.
innParkin pitched a full eight
Southpaw Jim Collins or Fresh.
ings against Stanford Tuesday man righthander Doug Boehnee
while Oldham hurled only two probably will take the mound in
frames of relief hall against the the seven inning nightcap tomorNavy Wednesday afternoon. The ’row afternoon.
Tomorrow’s doubleheader winds
latter has a record of MY wins
up the season for the College of
Pacific club and they are hoping
to conclude their season by knocking over the Meals twice. Eight
seniors will make their final appearance for the Tigers,

Lett Fielder Andy Miller will 1
lead the Spartans into a double-1
header battle against the rival Cal"g&’ of Pacific Tigers tomorrow at1
"moon at Stockton.
Miller has gone on a slugging
prey in the last two games with
By
Stanford and San Diego Naval
:raining center. Against the InWALT ROESSING
dian hurlers the outer gardener I
pounded out three hits in five tripe!
%SA WI\ IN NORTH
sX
J.,.
been giving the San Diego to tie plate and knocked home two
runs. (Me of
Trunning
I y cordial
t tPitifTWIlt this week. The of the four Spartan
ay) nine, on a barnstorming tour of northern California, has dropped his base blows was a double.
The hard hitting outfielder
In quick succession the
(WIC straight emitesti to Hay arett teams.
adarrs have i,"1 114 Saii Quentin, the University of San Francisco, pounded out another trio of base
songs Rasa itinair college and the Spartans. The San Diegoans came knocks against the San Diego
I., the regem with a I word of 20 wins and only four losses last Sun- Navy nine Wednesday afternoon
na% but haven’t h.’ -ii itiiii ii) 111111(1,VO lilal !nark
at Mimlelpal stadium. One of
MILLER HITS FIRPIT VARSITY HOMER
these hits was a homer and the
A Golden Raidei varsity diamond slugger finally came through leading roilden Raider hitter hatwith the first home run of the season Wednesday afternoon against ted aerow, four run,.
; venter team. It came at a very opportune moit., Naval
Miller’s sudden batting rejuvement. ion The locals %ere trailing the sailors 7-4 when ANDY MIL- nation wrested the club’s lead
Spartan
left
The
sacks.
with
two
men
on
the
LER strode to the plate
away from Centerfielder Joe BontieltSpa- totaled off five pitches and then hit long drive toward the
figlio The former now is stroking
leaped
for
INGRAM
WAYNE
1.41 held harrier Sailor la-ft Fielder
it, drive and the hall flicked off his outstretched glove and over the .352 for the season
College of Pacific has nominated
That blow tied the
a,,.’ 1..1We at Municipal stadium for a four baggei
r. our and the Weals won in ttie last of the ninth on a Navy error 8-7. its top hurler, Bud Watkins, to
’11.e ,ampus Jane should ose the home run play more often. Last pitch in the first game tomorrow
Clair ParNi.a.44)11 half gone their output has against Golden Raider
clot. hit six but with
ason
only been the lime four-ba,,, Wow. hy NI I I,LP:ft It is quite possible kin or Johnny Oldham. Watkins
Coach WALT WILLIAMS 1- avuly the home run play for Fresno has won only two games this sea!son while lasing three but he has
’. rugged squad
an excellent earned run average
ST. MARY’S RESUMIKs BASEBALL
Another college which hail previously decided it could not afford of 2.72, The Tiger moundsman has
sports is tickling a baseball team. Last weekend a St. struck out 59 while walking 24.
Mary’s diamond citilk mad.. its spring appearance an impressive one by
Oldham probably will oppose
downing Tlea,ur. hiarot t. -am,
Colle4e ot Vieille. at tirst, could not make up its mind whether
in iica it .hoolil held .1 baseball eontingent this season, too. The locals
meeti the 11....rs 1111110friiW in a drathleheader.
If St Mary’s would agree, it would he a friendly gesture by the
utitleti. officials of tins institution it a garne were arranged with the
is.. rinse of our schedule Such a contest is a possibility,
although Coach WALT WILLIAMS said he has not heard anything
such a game
WILLIAMS Announced tins 06.-ek that a seheduled Spartan trip
Four big top-flight fullbacks and
to Oregon at the end of the baseball season has been cancelled, -It six high calibre halfbacks on the
e, too far add too expensive tor two Omits," he said. The trip would
i
-.----,Spartan football scene make next
base been quite is pleasure haunt for the hasehallets. however. Now fall’s schedule look a lot easier
their longest trip this ....axon will he to Fresno to meet the Fresno’ according to Head Football Coach
’Lame Bulldog,Bob Bronzan.
The four fulhacks all weigh
approximately 195 lbs. each and
BOWL FOR . .
are battling It out tooth and nail
The "Spring Buss I" intersquati
for the position. There are two
football game, which will culother fullback candidates who
minate VI days of spring prat
et the Homo of
are less experienced.
live sessions, will he held startPrincipal participants in the big
ing at 3 o’ehmk next Friday afternoon In Spartan stadium. battle for the spot are Dick Stuns
Rob fironzan, head football roach and Bob Hamilton. Stults is running harder and more viciously
announced sesterdas.
than ever before, according to
Original’s scheduled for neat
Bronzan "He looks like the best
Friday night, lbw date was power
runner we’ve had here In
chsaged so the game would not
years," he said.
coaflict with Spartan Revelries.
Hamilton was PAL broad jump
champ in high school and a sprinter. He is powerful and quick.
Cline behind these two is Dave
Spartan Bowlers
Dellinger, is transfer from Santa
We leaky,* lull line ol
Resa .1.1’. Dellinger and HamilBo.t,q 5.11 Soot and Shoat
ton are training alm, for defensIse halfback and Stotts is training for linebarker.
Mil) Sykes is a returning letterman who looked good last year.
Men’s P.E. Classes
Bob Osborne. Larry Matthews
Held Here
and Roy Hiram are all pretty el Fiel Doff
Pai.a, Mgr.
Doily Report on Spartan Athletics

PRESS BOX CHATTER

Ten Backs Vie
For Starting
(;rid Posituns

STARTING -CATCHER for the
Spartan,. in tomorrow afternoon’s doubleheader against the
COP Tigers all be Rub Poole. a
.250 hitter.

Special Price
Discount to
Registered

WHISTLE BAIT!

Students

trlonst, the way some 01 the
gals go for the guys who wear
Arrow Shirts, is enough to maks
even Chuck and Lou blush with
joy. See ’am at WOOD’S, 181
S. First St. The store for the
young man about town.

802 SOUTH FIRST ST.
San Jose

Grid Tilt Friday

AMUSEMENT

DANCE at
Adobe (reek Lodge
LOS ALTOS
THIS WEEKEND:
HAL MEADE & His Orchestra in the Supper Club.
every night.
BOB RUSSELL & His Band in outdoor "Ivy Court",
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

12 Lanes

FOUNTAIN LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

and His Famous Orchestra
IN PERSON! Adobe Supper Club

1104 THE ALAMEDA

DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS

iainners but small. They are
-imaging for left halfback and
high defensively Hiram and
\Littheas may be used as safety 111
is4Ive

I

(I N

featuring
HOME-MADE RAVIOLI

COME AS YOU ARE

Hot Food To Take Out

WEEK DAYSE1.40
SUNDAYS II HOLIDAYSif $O
Private languor Poo

SPAGHETTI. QT. Sc
RAVIOLI, QT. 7Sc
A quart of each feeds t;ii.

THE ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Sat.

and Sun. Until 9.30 P.M.

173 SAN AVOUSTINI STRUT
CY 4-5045

Downstairs

NO Raise in Prices! NO Cover Charge!
Dinners $1.95. Make Reservations Early.
Coll WHitecliff 8-4487

I.eft to right are Militia. I. Bob
Sykes and Ilailbai k Rob Osborne,

!rei
.
-.P:.14.17,6%--.

Opti t 110 AM to 9.00 P

Coming Attraction!

Leighton Noble

Special Rates to
College Group Parties

W Santo Clara
CV 3-2657

1.491t1t
twee",
0.

Special

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY, MAY 7th & 8th
’7711.1111444

JOSE BOWL
)1

Extra

I

Al Matthews, Bill Walker and
ne Goldberg are battling for the
half spot, with Matthews and
liker rating the edge. Goldtarg
a: play safety. while Walker is
probable defensive half

NORD’S
BETWEEN CLASS SNACKS
Sandwiches to go
25c to 50c
1OS E. San Fernando

Coming Attraction!
FRIDAY, MAY 16 in Outdoor "Ivy Court"
FIREHOUSE FIVE PLUS TWO

Adobe (reek Lodge
LOS ALTOS

WHitecliff 8-4487

All above attractions will take place at Adobe Creek
Lodge in the beautiful foothills of Los Altos.
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Matson, Hudson, Wyatt in Tennis Team Clashes
Invitational Track Session With Gael, Don Clubs
Cast in the role of favorites for !season in official competition.
the second straight week are thel Burnett is the leading quarter
Spartan tracksters, who will en.
rruler in the nation with a 48.2
counter considerably more corn-1
I
clocking
an
Moore has
petition tomorrow night in the
third annual Stockton Invitational
than they did in their easy 79win over Fresno State Month*
night.
Seven colleges, including the
Washington Square eindermen.
will be entered in -the College of
Pacific -sponsored trackfest for
northern California independent
I
schools which gets underway at
7:30 pan. at Baxter stadium in
Stockton. They include the University of San Francisco, Fresno
State, San Francisco state, Nevada,
Sacramento State and
(’OP.
Eight stadium records will be
assaulted when one former Olympian and seven possible Olympic
competitors for this year’s squad
take the field for their stiffest
competition thus far this year.
The sprint marks of 9.6 for the
century and 21.0 for the 220 will
be in danger when one of the finest field of sprinters in the country enter the competition.
University of San Francisco’s
all-American footballer, 011ie MatPAUL JENNINGS
son will head the list of 100-yard
... Spartan distance star
dashmen, which will include COP’s
Bob Hudson and Fresno State’s caught in 48.3, which places him
Jamacian Olympian Les Laing. in second position in the national
Matson is the favorite off his rankings.
mark of 9.6, which he hit at Berkeley earlier this season. Hudson
has a 9.7 to his credit, while
Laing, who has been hampered
most Of the season with a leg injury, was clocked in 9.5 in last
year’s competition.
This group will be joined by
the Spartan’s Walt Burnett and
Owen Moore In the 220. Burnett Is officially listed in fourth
place In the nation for the 220
with a best of 21.3, which he ran
while getting beat by Hudson
in 21.2. Laing and Matson both
hate best marks of 21.3. Moore
has yet to run a 220 this season,
but was clocked In 21.6 in 1950.
Burnett and Moore will also be
after another record tomorrow
night. The stadium mark of 48.4
ha.s been bettered by both this

Two matches away from the trip the locals are ranked amonff,
Although the Tiger’s high jump I
pit has been a stumbling block to home courts face the Spartan ten- the top independent clubs in the
many top jumpers in the past, it nis team today and tomorrow. This state
doesn’t seem to bother Herman afternoon the netrnen meet St.
Wyatt, who set the stadium rec- Mary’s and tomorrow afternoon
ord of 6’5-7.8’ last season. He has the netters fact the University of
been suffering from a sore heel San Francisco. Both matches start
for the past week, but he should at 1 o’clock.
The Spartan golfers will atstill climb over this height.
tempt to break a two-match
The locals added another victim
The discus record of 159’3" is
losing streak this afternoon
almost sure to be broken by either to their list Tuesday afternoon
when they meet St. Mary’s on
COP’s Bob Jones or the Spartan’s when they trounced the Univer- the San Jose
ountrs club
George Nickel. This pair have sity of Santa Clara net squad, 8-1. course at I o’clock.
The Golden Raider tetmisers
tangled twice this season with
Only ken Venturi has been
Jones getting the best of it on haven’t tasted defeat in team
playing top-flight golf in the
both occasions, one with a toss of match play since they lost to the last two matches with Stanford
167’4-3 4". Nickel is the school strong California Bear Club, 94,
and San Diego \stay. Despite
’mord holder with a mark of 163’ early last month in Berkeley. By’ Venturi’s sub par game in both
virtue of their strong showing in
4-7 8", which he set this year.
matches the Spartans were unBob McMullen, the Golden the recent southern Californta able to deteat either the Indians
Raiders’ distance star, has a
or Sailors.
Deft-nition: Alcatraz- the pen
good chance of getting both the with the lifetime guarantee
11$
mile and two-mile records. The
records of 4:23.2 and 9:43.3 for
the mile and two miles, respectively, are well within his grasp.
His best marks this season, both I
. . . a formula for uproarious fun:
setting new school marks, are
Take one naive college fraternity
4:1$.8 and 9:37.7,
president, add the devil’s right hand
Coach Bud %%Inter’s relay squad ;
should also better the mile relay I
man and a bevy of eager beauties.
record of 3:21.1. The team will be I
The result: hilarious.
composed of Burnett, Moore, Allyn
Barthlomew and Perry Peightal. I
May 7, 8,9. 10. at 8:15 p.m.

Golfers Meet Gaels

SPARTAN REVELRIES PRESENTS . . .

Guide: This tower goes back to
William the Conqueror.
Tourist: Why, what’s the mat- I
ter with it?

SPARTAN REVELRIFS
052

Student Price 60c
Tickets at Graduate Manager’s office

The Spartan Daily Has
Spring Fever Again.

Judo Team Holds
Banquet Tonight
Edmund "Pat" Brown, California attorney general, will be the
guest speaker at tonight’s annual
’award banquet conducted by the
Spartan judo team. The banquet
will be held in the Spartan room
of the Hotel Sainte Claire, starting at 7:39 o’clock.
Members of the judo team who
qualified during the past year will
receive their belt certificates.
One trophy will be awarded
to the outstanding judoist of the
year and one trophy will be
awarded to the most improved
judoist of the season by a local
merchant at tonight’s banquet.
Guests tonight include Willard
F.. Schmidt, police school director
at the college, and Yosh Uchida,
northern California Judo association president and Spartan judo ;
coach.
All judo students are invited’
and tickets may be obtained from
Chairman Bill Thompson. Price
of the tickets si $3.50 each.

’Mural Results
Kern County yesterday cancelled its remaining games and dropped from the Intramural softball
league. Each team which has yet
to play Kern County will receive
a win as a result of the cancellat ions.
Theta Chi downed Arnold Air
Force Wednesday, 5-4. to remain
undefeated and at the top of the
league. Sigma Pi overwhelmed Pi
Kappa Alpha, 14-5, and Lambda
Chi Alpha defeated Music department, 13-9. Scores for other games
were not turned in in time for
publication.
Close behind Theta Chi in the
race for the loop lead are Alpha
Tau Omega and Sigma Nu in
that Order.

T

WATCH FOR THE DAILY’S

SECOND ANNUAL

Town & Campus Issue
PACKED FULL OF . . .
SPRING FASHIONS
TIPS ON EATING OUT
VACATION IDEAS
CAMPUS SPRING ACTIVITIES

GET YOUR COPY FRIDAY, MAY 9
11070 11*., 1.11.11’

isP1 I
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Faculty
Participate in Festival

SJS Students
m!,

i,

41)

sttolesiri and will Is’ presented at 2 o’clock topartici/some , morrow afternoon’ in the *Mont.41 1str.al which gomery theater of the San Jose
Civic auditorium.
The festival is being sponsored
In the Sari Jose Council for Civic
Settles. as.sociate
-"111131111111111111110r--

CRC Chooses
N’esc Officers
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ot sociology, is the
gi tarp’s retiring president . Mrs
y ant. assistant pi (4
Florenre
of English, is elmirnan ..1
(sannuttee
tile f, ,,t1\
The purpose of the testis al.
is. hick is the ...including us ent
01 ’sap .14.
I it AC Week. in to
present to the community the
441/1
contributions is hot, sari
toral gioups arc making touard
community life.
tas 11.iiri..’ta 11314 is former
student at the college, will be
one of the feattned soloists Now
when’ she
lii I e, in San
4saicerts.
11111011,
111 ,41111111
11141 outMiss I tarriti. :A
standin::. work in the Bids, of
music and F.ngliab %Ink 3 student here. Later she attended the
University of California and then
stialasl a year in New Yolk
Among those ot ho it ill pat
licipate in the testis al, ;ire: Jay
anew. folk dancer.. Japan....
Filipino folk dancers,
Latiiall folk dancer., II I Iyhtn
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Fallico Advises Thirteen ’Ye Gods’ Thespians
Senior C roup ’Work on 1952 Revelries Show
Forili1-1 re Self’
"Some people just doai get
enough," is the general comment
horn the cast of "Kiss Me Hello"
about the participants in "Ye
Gods" who came back Ira- more.
When the musical comedy opens
Wednesday night in the Morris
Dailey auditorium there will be 13
repeaters in the cast. They range
from former Revelries stars tin-n(.41 directors or makeup artists to
stage cress’ members in top execulive positioas,

"Be able to forgiye yourself,"
Dr. Arturo Fallico told members
of the senior orientation class in
a lecture last Tuesday.
In his talk on "Personal Philosophy," Dr. Fallico, prelfessor of
philosophy, cited live philosophical
guides which "I have found most
According to Donald
useful."
Sevrens, senior class adviser, the
suggestions were
The opinion of not only the
Beware of the thing you want
repeaters, but the entire cast,
most .
was epre.o.ed by Bonni e Neu2. Do not blame yourself to
barth of the chorus. "Revelries
mistakes. Forgive others.
sort of gets under rur skin. I
3. Guard against coloring the
like the show .tnusie and the
world by projecting 011,,ielf
spirit of the thing.’
Into it,
4. Retain your enthusiasm. BeCory Barfield, lighting director,
lieYe in miracles,
added to Bonnie’s sentiments. "BeDo
not
die.
a Learn to
clutter ing in Revelries is something
your life with useless trinkets.
Mrs. Sam Brown, state and national officer for the American
Association of University Women,
extended an invitation to senior
women to join the organization.
She explains -c1 that only those
with 11.A. and RE. degrees are
eligible. The B.E. degree just recently was established.

forget,"

he

corn -

Seymour Abrahams rejoined the
crew as busines manager, because he was told, "If you came
back oh the Revelries staff you’ll
have a soft job, all you’ll have to
do will be sign checks and go to
Pallies. The y were all wrong."
Back for a third time, Dun
Curry, who plays Cad said, "I
figured if I stuck with it long
enough they’d have to give me a
»peaking part. and I finally got
it-"
Bruce Payne, set designer. u-\pressed the feelings of the crew.
"It’s something I like to do, and
it’s the only way a student can express himself the way he wants to
on the stage.

New Green Flat Enamel
for
Walls and Woodwork
Visit Our
Wallpaper Department
and
Talk to Our Special Consultant
Walter N. Boysen Co.

(A)-Rec Tennis
Tilts Sunday
Entered in the all -college
Rec mixed doubles tennis tom :
ment on Sunday are Mary F.
Bailey and Ray Mason, Carol :V
gall and Jones Davidson,
Tracy and Don McNeil, C..
Dyke and Bob Baker, 1M,44
Hinson and Donald Cameron
Jean Ann Bailey.

you’ll never
mented

Mother’s Day
Wily not g;ve Mother a
n;ce fountain pen, a boa
of nice stationery or good
cool for Mother’s Day-May I I

Curti s Lindsay

563 E. SANTA CLARA
CV 5.8442

77 SOUTH FIRST $171,111’

z-.cce.ioners

CORONA - UNDERWOOD - ROYAL - REMINGTON

TYPEWRITERS
For Rent

a

-Special Rental Rates for Students Used Standard & Portable Machines For Solo

The tournament, which is to 1,,
held at the Spartan stadium I
nes courts on S. Seventh str4.7
begins at 1 p.m., according to
Butch Krikorian and Joan Cham- ti Free Parking Neel Door
bers co-chairmen

Easy Payment Plan -

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383
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Sundays
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CIAS*HALDS

11..1,1.4.

With

HONEY
Clover -Sage or
Orange

tWO

8 oz. 18e
1 lb. 33c
2 lbs. 590

I-71.21.1
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Save Time - 8 -Hour Service
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"
Shirts in si 0 Do

("),i a+ 5 03

9/den We4t
Dry Cleaners
25-29 South Third St.

P

CYpress 2-1052

6-0Z. PKG.

11 5C

1 clAb.N 87
Contadina

300 27 ,
COUNT

11’
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FRUIT COCI(TA1i

St

Sex. CAN

12c

TALL CAN 22c
2’-2 CAN

34c

if
St

gi
ft

Cl

PEACHES

3

Cans

LI

25’

40’

2’ 1
CAN

Del Monte,

6 oz.
Jar

4t

<add

CAN
29C

4 CANS

Tomato Sauce
NO. 2
CAN

46 01.

13‘
27‘

25e
TASTY RIPE

APRICOTS
HALVES
2’

2

can

25e

